THE ACHIEVEMENT OF  STRESEMANN	m
doning the position of dictating policy without accepting respon-
sibility. Duly consulted they remembered their dignity so far as
to suggest a Nationalist cabinet, but the fact that they put forward
as an acceptable nominee for the chancellorship the aged but still
malignant Tirpitz, indicated that the suggestion was a mere piece
of stagecraft. When it was put to them that a Tirpitz cabinet
would not survive the first division in the Reichstag they withdrew
in satisfied dudgeon and refused to join a Right coalition for which
Stresemann did not judge the time ripe, but which he would
have accepted. He knew, however, that it could not be accepted
by the Right because any cabinet must either declare acceptance
or rejection of the Dawes scheme. Of a cabinet of rejection he could
not be a member; of a cabinet of acceptance after their oratorical
frenzies of the past days the Nationalist party could not be an
integral part. What would have to be tested was whether or no
there was in the Reichstag a majority for the report and to make
the test Marx and Stresemann resumed office with a minority
cabinet.
The second Marx cabinet was for the moment concerned only
with international politics. On the Dawes report issue they could
count on the hundred Socialist votes, but the majority would be
small and could not absolutely be depended upon. They accepted
the report on behalf of Germany and proceeded to pass the legis-
lation through the Reichstag by sufficient if not very large majori-
ties, against the votes of the Right and of the Communists. But
among that legislation there was one bill which because it involved
a modification of the constitution ranked as a constitutional amend-
ment and so required a two-thirds majority of the whole House.
If the previous divisions were to be taken as a criterion the bill
was bound to be lost; even if the Nationalists only abstained, a
two-thirds majority would not be forthcoming. The excitement
as the critical division was taken was intense. Right and Left
extremists—partners in anti-national action not for the first and
not for the last time—voted "No." The Nationalists now could no
longer evade responsibility; their action would mean the accep-
tance or rejection, with all the consequences of either, of the Dawes
report. Of them fifty-four voted "No"; forty-eight voted "Aye."

